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from Box Hill of a soil-mark across the.
Bradley Farm has been responsible for a discovery
of some importance upon the course of Stane Street. In
September 1957 Mr. B. P. Birch, a geography student, noticed this
mark running diagonally across the large area of arable land south
of Bradley Farm, from the farm cottages by the railway bridge in
Bradley Lane to the vicinity of the Dorking Lime Works. He
kindly sent me a note of his find, illustrated with an excellent
sketch-plan as observed from Box Hill, and it is thus entirely due to
fields of

OBSERVATION

his

work that we owe

this

new

information.

immediately became apparent that the
soil-mark was due to a strong belt of white flints some 15 feet wide,
plainly visible for the whole length of its course across the arable,
a distance of just over half a mile, and of quite clearly defined width.

Upon

visiting the site

it

the mark begins, at the south-west corner of the garden of
Bradley Farm Cottages (map ref. 169510), it is just on the alignment
of Stane Street south of Burford Bridge, as recorded by S. E.
Winbolt mainly on account of 200 yards of agger a little to the
north. The new line runs at first 21° more to the south-west

Where

happens, upon the south-west comer of the arable
627 yards it makes another distinct
This new ahgnment takes it into a
little hollow (162504) below the high Downs to the west, and just
to the north of the main spur in which the Lime Works pit was
excavated. Just before reaching this, the road leaves the arable
where the northward footpath from Chalkpit Lane crosses it. It
is then in grassland and the agger remains clearly visible there,
with faint silted ditches in which thistles grow more freely,
measuring about 27 feet from ditch to ditch, and showing signs
of parching over the metaUing. In the hollow, at a point 71 yards
from the iron fence by the footpath, the road makes a sudden turn
(ahgned, as

it

area), and then after a run of
turn of 25° more to the west.

southward of 60°, and is seen, distinct though only very fainth",
climbing straight up the steep hillside until lost in the chalkpit
on the crest.
This is what has actually been found, and it is clear enough
throughout, but it remains to discuss the implications. That we
have here a Roman road seems beyond any question, and its
association with Stane Street is clear since the northern end connects
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exactly with the accepted alignment northward. Are we justified
in taking it as the route of Stane Street itself? The evidence for
Winbolt's^ assumed direct line on to Dorking rests upon (a) probability of the direct line, (b) a section exposed in a drainage trench
where Ashcombe Road crossed the Une and showing no metaUing
but only the cast (as it were) of a hollow from which it was thought
metalling might have been earher removed if the road had run in
a cutting there, (c) some traces of buried stone in the centre of
Dorking. It was agreed that no traces of road metal had been
noticed along this line in the fields, an absence also noted by

Belloc- in days when all this was undeveloped land.
In the face of such a clear trace as we now have, there seems
little difficulty in
abandoning this negative or doubtful evidence.
The traces of stone noted in Dorking itself might easily be due to

other causes, possibly to be associated with the mansio, if one did
exist there. The southward angle at the Lime Works would soon
bring the new route back into Dorking via Station Road and a
Uttle to the east of Vincent Lane, perhaps stiU marked by an old

footpath between this and Mount Street, and then by property
boundaries to the bus station in South Street where the accepted
route w^ould be rejoined.
One curious problem remains Why was that sharp angle made just
north of the Lime Works crest, involving a very steep little hiU
which could easily have been avoided by a north-eastward course
past the Works? It is the oddest and most unpractical feature on
the whole course of this weU-planned road. Now we know from the
work on Stane Street at EwelP that the road was diverted there to a
course half a mile eastward of the original London alignment in
order to get at once upon the Chalk as a more convenient soil,'*
and that it followed this subsidiary ahgnment right on to the
vicinity of Burford Bridge. If the London ahgnment had been
continued it would have passed a little to the west of Bradley Farm
and would thus have met the northward alignment from the Lime
Works there. Is it possible, then, that this curious layout represents
the southern end of the diversion begun at Ewell? It seems just a
possibility though we shaU never know it for certain.
As soon as the importance of this discovery was recognized the
Ordnance Survey was informed, and Mr. C. W. PhiUips visited the
site and reported: "I think there can be no escape from the fact
that this is the road" {i.e., Stane Street itself).
The soil-mark is such a clear specimen of its type when seen
from either end of the section, or from Box Hill overlooking it,
that all field archaeologists should see it. It is incredible that
Winbolt, when looking for the road in this very field, should have
missed it, and one can only suppose that the ground was under
grass at the time.
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